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-Overview
Last week we observed a national holiday to recognize that America and its citizens' prosperity is directly
rooted in the freedoms we enjoy. These freedoms are ensured by military veterans going back to the war to
end all wars - World War I. We honor their service to our nation. The major hostilities of World War I were
formerly ended at the 11th hour on the 11th day of the 11th month of 1918, when the Armistice with
Germany went into effect.[1] Unlike Memorial Day observed in May, Veterans Day celebrates the service
of all U.S. military veterans, not only those who died while in service.[2] In the tradition of this day, two
minutes of silence is recommended to be observed at 2:11 pm EST.

Market Update We witnessed fresh new highs during in the first eight days of November - stocks bolstered by good
economic data and earnings reports. As of last week about 82% of the S&P 500 companies that have
"Having small
reported earnings forecasts showed positive surprise of gains - way ahead of analysts forecasts.[4] Fridays' inflation is like being
a little pregnant."
jobs report was solid with employment growth of 531,000 for October with employers further boosting
-Franklin Roosevelt
wages.[5] The unemployment rate fell to 4.6% from 4.8% in September.[6] One goal of the Federal Reserve
is to achieve a 4% unemployment rate which seems likely by year end.
Another Federal Reserve goal is to keep a cap on rising inflation - and to hold it to a 2% rate. The Producer
Price Index increased 0.6% in October and 8.6% for the 12 months ending October.[7] One-third of the
October advance came from gasoline, which rose 6.7%.[7] Autos and auto parts retailing rose 8.9%.[9]
The October Consumer Price Index with a jump of 0.9% has risen at the fastest pace in 30 years.[10] Rising
prices were led by autos, fuel, furniture, rent, and medical care.[11] As inflation rises, bond interest rates
rise and bond values fall.
The 10 year T-Rate ended 2020 with a 0.93% yield. As of November 12, the yield was 1.56% - a 67% gain
so far this year.[12]
Rising interest rates put a crimp on consumer and corporate borrowing and yet the Federal Reserve is
caught between high employment and economic growth while stemming inflation by tapering bond buying
along with raising interest rates.
The relationship between equities and inflation is complex. Companies with pricing power may benefit.
Those that hold and operate with real assets see their value appreciate as inflation rises. Stay tuned!
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"If we did all things we are capable of we would literally astound ourselves."
- Thomas Edison

P.S. Tyson Foods Inc produces roughly 1 of every 5 pounds of chicken, beef, and pork in the U.S. announced
raised their prices across the board i.e. pork by 38% and chicken by 19% from a year ago.[13]
P.S.S. A dozen eggs on average October 2020 to October 2021 had a price increase from $1.41 to $1.8229.3%.[14]
[13] www.wsj.com Tyson Foods Raise Prices 11/16/21
[14] www.marketwatch.com High Inflation Eating up Budget 11/13/21
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